

Real-time GPS Tracking
Location data enables you to pinpoint specific 
vehicles


Just Plug-and-Play
Takes seconds to install with no installation 
costs


Interactive Maps
Use street level view for insight into unknown 
stops


Driver Scorecard
See revenue, cost, travel, and visit details


Identify Stops
Easily measure customer vs. unknown stops


Geofence Exceptions
Use a geofence boundary to report unauthorized 
use

Are you wasting money? Unless you know where your drivers are, you 
can’t be sure they’re visiting customers, spending the right amount 
of time on site, and operating your vehicles safely.  

mobi.Locate not only pinpoints your vehicles in real-time, but puts you in control of consumption 
and compliance, and generates a significant return on your investment.

No matter your business size or how many customers you have, mobi’s GPS tracking solution is 
designed to meet your needs.  Since you have invested heavily in vehicle assets, field training and 
staff resources, it only makes sense to insure your investment. 

.Locate®

Know Where Your Team Is At Any Time

.Locate

Locate drivers 
immediately

Reduce fuel 
and labor costs

Enhance fleet 
safety

Bill customers 
more accurately

Improve 
response times

Recover stolen 
equipment

Operate a 
greener fleet

Real-time 
alerts
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.Locate®

Improve Operations
Wasting money is never a good idea. mobi.Locate improves your 
efficiency and performance with a real-time view.  Now you can 
locate any vehicle in your fleet in a moment’s notice, find your 
closest driver by address, verify proof of service, understand 
unplanned stops, and so much more.  

Protect Your Investment

June

June

Proactively manage 
maintenance 
obligations

Proactively manage 
maintenance 
obligations

Track field resources 
and stay on top of 
driver performance 

and safety

Track field resources 
and stay on top of 
driver performance 

and safety

Protect against 
unauthorized use and 

vehicle theft

Protect against 
unauthorized use and 

vehicle theft

Schedule custom 
reports to get 

information you want 
when you need it

Schedule custom 
reports to get 

information you want 
when you need it



steers businesses to a more profitable future.
®

Founded in 1996, mobi’s location-based solutions and 
analytics help businesses drive down costs, increase 
customer satisfaction and improve productivity.

The mobi Difference
mobi’s software solutions are flexible, giving 
you the ability to select applications that 
support your specific business needs and goals. 
Our modular products seamlessly connect to 
your existing applications.


